Trusted Security Solutions for the Gaming Industry
Avigilon designs, develops, and manufactures video analytics, network video management software and
hardware, high-definition surveillance cameras, and access control solutions. Our security solutions have been
selected by more than 135 casino operators in over 250 locations worldwide.

How We Can Help Your Gaming Operations
Our complete, high-definition surveillance solutions can help protect casino assets and keep guests safe by delivering
exceptional image detail and powerful system control.
Proactive Protection — High-quality imaging provides the detail you need to identify and verify evidence
Powerful Search — Operators can quickly find scene changes, missing objects, and events to speed up response time and investigations
Ease of Use — Intuitive software and easy integration with third-party camera and hardware manufacturers enables efficient operation
High ROI — Fewer cameras, less storage rack space, and significant power reduction lead to a smaller footprint
Regulatory Compliance — Currently in use in over 39 international gaming regulatory jurisdictions

Why Avigilon?
Manufactured in North America with commitment to quality
ONVIF® compliance enables integration with existing camera systems
We scale with you, so you can invest in what matters most to
your business

No recurring software licensing or maintenance
fees, and complimentary training
Superior 24/7 customer service and technical
support with a 99% satisfaction rate

Avigilon Solutions for Gaming
Avigilon surveillance cameras are equipped with Wide
Dynamic Range and LightCatcher™ technology for clear image
detail in bright and dark areas. Available in resolutions from
1 MP to 7K (30 MP).

Avigilon Control Center (ACC) easy-to-use
video management software gives you control
over video playback to quickly retrieve
evidence to resolve events.

Avigilon analog video encoders are a cost-effective way to easily
migrate your legacy analog system to a network-based IP-system.

Avigilon Access Control Manager (ACM)
system works together with ACC software to
produce action-based alarms, electronic and
visual notifications for quick responses.

Self-learning video analytics extends the efficiency of your
security personnel by providing effective monitoring and enabling
real time notification and response.

For more information, email asksales@avigilon.com
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